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Address RIDA Group GmbH 
Otto-Volger-Str. 3 
65843 Sulzbach a.T.

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The RIDA armored glass factory is able to produce any bullet proof glass component, such as windshields and driver´s side windows, for different
models of armored vehicles up to the highest certified levels of protection.

This transparent armor can be made with integral heating; which allows usage of the vehicle in extreme weather conditions (rain, frost, ice and snow)
with a temperature range from -40 C to +60 C.

RIDA bullet proof glass meets European Standard EN 1063 (B3, B4, B5, B6+), which has been certified by a verification and certification office for
weapons and security engineering in Ulm, Germany. The RIDA bullet proof glass level B6 protects against Kalashnikov and sniper rifles with armor-
piercing bullets.
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